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Interactive table of contents featuring
executive summaries of each birds
flight path.

Animated maps show the birds’
progress, and can be updated in realtime with third party GIS tracking data.

The EARTHscope Kiosk is a dynamic, low-cost alternative to existing museum, visitor center
and other public displays. Turn your maps, pictures, text, and other media into compelling,
interactive geo-stories that are easy to play and maintain on nearly any PC.
Store your geo-stories in the kiosk or online, and update them from anywhere in the world with
an Internet connection. Geo-stories can also be published on CD or website, and even added to
existing computer kiosks in many cases.
Key objectives of the EARTHscope Kiosk project:
• Provide a low-cost display solution for museums, visitor centers, and institutions
• Provide a digital publishing framework that facilitates learning and public outreach
• Provide high quality support in creating your geo-story
Kiosk features include:
• Display interactive maps with supporting graphics, imagery, sound, and text
• Present animations of change over time, "fly throughs" and other time series data
• Elegant interface, keyboard, touch-pad or mouse controlled interactivity
• Remote updating with real-time data via the GIS friendly component system architecture
• Slideshow screensaver adds movement to static displays and prevents screen burn
• Display on-site via kiosk and globally through the Internet
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An automatic slideshows plays
whenever the kiosk is dormant for more
than 90 seconds.

Attractive display features project
photos, time-series animations, and
partner logo/branding..

Contact:
To learn more about displaying your important information as a dynamic geo-story, please visit
www.EARTHscope.com or contact BFI President Josh Arnow: es_kiosk@earthscope.com The Buckminster
Fuller Institute is a California 501c3 non-profit organization, at www.bfi.org or call 707 824 2242.
All donations are tax-deductible to the fullest extent allowable by law.

"The EARTHScope kiosk will
enable the million or so annual
refuge visitors to experience bird
migration like never before!"
Blake, Earthspan

